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Ž .A function or a power series f is called differentially algebraic if it satisfies a
Ž X Žn..differential equation of the form P x, y, y , . . . , y s 0, where P is a nontrivial
polynomial. This notion is usually defined only over fields of characteristic zero and
is not so significant over fields of characteristic p ) 0 as f Ž p. ’ 0. For a formal
power series over a perfect field K of positive characteristic we shall define an
analogue of the concept of a differentially algebraic power series. We shall show
that these series together with ordinary addition and multiplication of series form a
field G with some natural properties. We also show that G is not closed underK K
the Hadamard product operation. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let L be a field of characteristic zero. Suppose that P x , x , . . . , x0 1 nq1
is a nonzero polynomial in n q 2 variables with coefficients in L. Then the
equation
P x , v x , vX x , . . . , v Žn. x s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Žn. Žny1. Ž0.Ž . Ž .where v s dv rdx and v x s v x , is called an algebraic differ-
Ž . Ž . Ž . ww xxential equation ADE . A function or a formal power series f x g L x
Žwhich satisfies an ADE as above is called differentially algebraic D-alge-
. Ž . Ž .braic, for short over L x . In other words, a function f x is called
Ž Ž .. X Žn.D-algebraic over L x if and only if f , f , . . . , f , . . . are algebraically
Ž .dependent over L x .
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Ž . Ž . nEXAMPLE 1.1. i The series f x s Ý n!x is D-algebraic sincenG 0
2 XŽ . Ž . Ž .x f x q x y 1 f x q 1 s 0.
Ž . n2 Ž w x.ii The series F s Ý x is also D-algebraic see 9 .nG 0
Ž .A function or a power series f is called transcendentally transcendental
Ž .TT if it is not D-algebraic; that is, if it satisfies no algebraic differential
2 n Ž w x.equation. For example, the series g s Ý x is TT see 9 .nG 0
Ž . ‘ n ww xx Ž XRemarks 1.2. i Let f s Ý a x g L x and M s L x, f , f ,ns0 n
Žn. . Ž Ž ... . . , f , . . . . Then f is D-algebraic over L x if and only if tr.deg MLŽ x .
- ‘, where tr.deg F means the transcendence degree of F over K.K
Ž . ŽŽ ..ii Recall that for a field K, an element f g K x is called an
algebraic function over K if f is algebraic over the field of rational
Ž .functions K x . An algebraic formal power series over the field L of
characteristic zero is a series which satisfies a differential equation of zero
order and hence a D-algebraic power series. In other words, if f is
algebraic, then tr.deg M s 0.LŽ x .
Ž w x.The following result is well known see 9 .
THEOREM 1.3. The set D of all D-algebraic power series is closed underL
Žthe sum, product, difference, quotient, and composition under restrictions so
.that the expressions make sense .
EXAMPLE 1.4. The function
2 'exp x q log xŽ .y1J sec0 2ž /ž /'exp x y log xŽ .
is D-algebraic, where J is Bessel's function. Recall that for the power0
ww xx n nseries f , g g L x , say f s Ý a x and g s Ý b x , the HadamardnG 0 n nG 0 n
product of f and g, denoted by f ) g, is the series defined by f ) g s
Ý a b x n.nG 0 n n
A formal power series which satisfies a linear differential equation is
w xcalled D-finite. In 8 , Lipshitz showed that the diagonal of a D-finite
power series in several commuting variables is D-finite. In other words, the
Hadamard product of a rational power series with a D-finite power series
is D-finite. However, the set D is not closed under the HadamardL
product operation, as the following example shows.
n2 Ž . nEXAMPLE 1.5. Suppose that f s Ý x and g s Ý 1rn! x . ThennG 0 nG 0
f and g are D-algebraic. However,
1 2nf ) g s x ,Ý 2n !Ž .nG0
Ž w x.which is not D-algebraic see 9 .
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2. E-ALGEBRAIC FUNCTIONS
Differentially algebraic functions are usually defined only over fields of
characteristic zero and are not so significant over fields of characteristic
p ) 0, as f Ž p. ’ 0. In this section we shall define an analogue of the
concept of a D-algebraic function over a perfect field of characteristic
p ) 0.
From now on K will denote a perfect field of characteristic p ) 0,
unless explicitly stated otherwise. Moreover, all we discuss can be general-
ized to the case of several variables.
Ž . ww xx Ž ŽŽ ...LEMMA 2.1. If f x g K x respecti¤ely K x , then f can be written
uniquely as
py1
i px fÝ i
is0
ww xx Ž ŽŽ ...for some f g K x respecti¤ely K x .i
w x Ž ‘ 1r p n .For the proof, see 12 . Note that f s Ý a x .i ns0 pnqi
 4 ŽŽ .. ŽŽ .. Ž .For each i g 0, 1, 2, . . . , p y 1 define E : K x “ K x by E f si i
ŽŽ ..f . Now for f g K x , by Lemma 2.1 we havei
py1
pif s x E f 1Ž . Ž .Ý i
is0
ŽŽ ..The operator E is semilinear; that is, if f , g g K x and l g K, theni
E l f q g s l1r pE f q E g .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i
Ž p . Ž . Ž w x.Moreover, E g f s gE f see also 3, 4, 6, 12 .i i
Let V be the semigroup generated by the identity operator and the Ei
 4for i g 0, 1, 2, . . . , p y 1 , with ordinary composition as multiplication. To
ŽŽ .. Ž .  Ž . 4each f g K x we associate its orbit V f s E f : E g V .
Ž .We now define an E-algebraic function over K x .
ŽŽ ..DEFINITION. Suppose that f g K x . We say that f is an E-algebraic
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..function over K x if tr.deg K x, V f - ‘.K Ž x .
Notation. We shall denote by G the set of all E-algebraic functions.K
ŽEXAMPLE 2.2. Let K s F and a be a 2-adic integer. Let f s 1 q2 a
.a ww xx w xx g F x . If a is rational, then f is algebraic 10 and hence2 a
Ž Ž .. Ž w x.tr.deg F x, V f s 0 see 3, 6, or 12 . However, if a is not rational,F Ž x . 2 a2 w xthen by 10 , f is not algebraic over F . However, we show that f g Ga 2 a K
and hence the set G strictly contains the set of all algebraic functions.K
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Let a s Ý‘ a 2 i be the 2-adic expansion of a . Thenis0 i
2a a Ž .aya r20 0f s 1 q x s 1 q x 1 q x .Ž . Ž . Ž .a
Ž . Ž .Žaya 0 .r2 Ž . Ž .Hence E f s 1 q x and E f s a E f . Therefore,0 a 1 a 0 0 a
faaya2 0E f s 1 q x s g F x , f .Ž . Ž . Ž .a0 a 2 a01 q xŽ .
Ž .2 Ž .Similarly, E f g F x, f . One can show that1 a 2 a
r cf2 a
E f s g F x , f ,Ž . Ž .ry 1i i ? ? ? i a 2 a1 2 r a q2 a q ??? q2 a0 1 ry11 q xŽ .
where c g F and E s E ( E . Therefore,2 i j i j
tr.deg F x , V f s 1,Ž .Ž .F Ž x . 2 a2
since f is not algebraic. Thus f g G .a a K
ŽŽ ..Note that if f g K x is algebraic, then
tr.deg K x , V f s 0.Ž .Ž .K Ž x .
Ž . Ž .So as in Remark 1.2 ii in the case of characteristic zero every algebraic
function is E-algebraic.
Now we show that G is a field. First we need a lemma.K
ŽŽ ..LEMMA 2.3. Let f , g g K x . Then for each i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , p y 1, we
ha¤e
py1i
E fg s E f E g q x E f E g . 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j iyj j pyjqi
js0 jsiq1
Ž . py1 jw Ž .x p py1 kw Ž .x pProof. By 1 , f s Ý x E f and g s Ý x E g . Hencejs0 j ks0 k
py1 py1
pjqkfg s x E f E gŽ . Ž .Ý Ý j k
js0 ks0
py1 p
is x E f E g q x E f E gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýj k j k
is0 jqksi jqkypsi
ppy1 py1i
is x E f E g q x E f E g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýj iyj j pyjqi
is0 js0 jsiq1
Ž .Therefore, we have 2 as required.
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THEOREM 2.4. G with ordinary addition and multiplication of series is aK
field.
Ž Ž ..Proof. Let f , g g G and suppose that tr.deg K x, V f s r andK K Ž x .
Ž Ž ..tr.deg K x, V g s s. Since each E is semilinear,K Ž x . i
K x , V f q g : K x , V f , V g .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž ..Hence tr.deg K x, V f q g F r q s and so f q g g G . Also usingK Ž x . K
Lemma 2.3, we have fg g G . Now we show that the inverse of a nonzeroK
Ž Ž ..element of G is in G . Let f g G , f / 0. Then tr.deg K x, V f isK K K K Ž x .
Ž y1 . Ž py1 p. Ž . Ž py1. Ž Ž ..finite. Now E f s E f rf s 1rf E f g K x, V f . Thisi i i
argument can be repeated for the ``higher order'' E operators. Thus
Ž Ž y1 .. Ž Ž .. y1K x, V f : K x, V f . So f g G as required.K
Ž . ŽŽ ..Let K x be the algebraic closure of K x in K x . In Example 2.2 weŽ .
ŽŽ ..showed that K x ; G . Now we show that G ; K x . That is, weŽ . K K
‘ n ww xxconstruct a power series f s Ý a x g K x such that f f G .ns0 n K
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let K s F and u be a 2-adic integer which is transcen-2
dental over Q. Then 1, u , u 2, . . . are linearly independent over Q. Let
Ž .u ww xx 2f s 1 q x g F x . Then one can show that f , f , . . . are alge-u 2 u u
Ž . Ž w x. kbraically independent over F x see, for example, 11 . Let g s f s2 k u
Ž .u k1 q x for k s 0, 1, 2, . . . and define f as
Ž .If we specify a , then, since F g , g , . . . has infinite transcendencen 2 0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..degree over F x and since F g , g , . . . : F x, V f , we conclude that2 2 0 1 2
f f G .K
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In order to specify a , we write the binary expansion of n, n sn
Ýi n 2 jy1, sayjs1 j
n s n n ??? n n n ??? n s 11 ??? 10n ??? n1 2 k kq1 kq2 i kq2 i
Ž .where n s 1 and if we use the definition of the E operator, then we cani i
get
u ka s E g 0 s mod 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n ? ? ? n k ž /i iy1 kq2 m
where E s E ( E and m s Ýi n 2 jyky2 as required. Therefore,i j i j jskq2 j
K x ; G ; K x .Ž . Ž .Ž .K
ŽŽ ..As we see from Example 2.5, tr.deg K x s ‘.K Ž x .
w xBarcanescu and Brezuleanu 1 proved the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose that K is a field of characteristic p ) 0.
Suppose that K : M is a separable field extension. Let u g M _ K. Then the
Ž . pextension K u : M is a separable extension if and only if u f M K.
Ž .We use the above result and show that K x : G is a separableK
extension.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.7. i G is closed under the E and D deri¤ati¤eK
operators.
Ž . Ž .ii K x : G is a separable extension.K
Ž .iii tr.deg G s ‘.K Ž x . K
Ž . p Ž py1Ž py jy1 .. py1 Ž .Proof. One can show that E f s y d x f rdx . So ij
follows.
Ž . ŽŽ .. Ž .ii Since K is perfect, K : K x is a nonalgebraic separable
Ž w x w x.extension see Bourbaki 2 or Grothendieck 7 . By Proposition 2.6, since
ŽŽ .. p Ž . ŽŽ .. Ž .x f K x , K x : K x is separable and hence K x : G is so byK
w xBourbaki 2, Proposition 6, p. 122 .
Ž .iii To show that G has infinite transcendence degree over K, letK
l , l , . . . be a sequence of p-adic integers in Z such that 1, l , l , . . .1 2 p 1 2
w xare linearly independent over Q. Then by 11 , f , f , . . . are algebraicallyl l1 2
Ž . Ž .lindependent over K x , where f s 1 q x . Since each f g G byl l Ki
Example 2.2, the proof is complete.
ŽŽ ..We now show that G is algebraically closed in K x . We prove theK
following lemma.
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ŽŽ ..LEMMA 2.8. Suppose that M is a subfield of K x which is in¤ariant
ŽŽ ..under the E operators. If f g K x is algebraic o¤er M, theni
Ž . N p ii there exist elements a , a , . . . , a in M such that Ý a f s 0,0 1 N is0 i
where a / 0;0
Ž . Ž .ii E f is algebraic o¤er M for E g V.i i
Ž .Proof. i Since f is algebraic over M, the vector space spanned by
f p
n
, n g N, has finite dimension over M. Hence there exist elements
a , a , . . . , a in M, not all zero, such that ÝN a f p
i s 0. We want to0 1 N is0 i
show that there is such an expression with a / 0. Let j be the least0
natural number such that there is a relation of the preceding type with
Ž .a / 0. We show that j s 0. Suppose that j ) 0. Since a g M, by 1 ,j j
py1
pia s x E a .Ž .Ýj i j
is0
Ž .Further, a / 0 and so there exists t, 0 F t F p y 1, such that E a / 0.j t j
Applying E to ÝN a f p
i s 0 we havet isj i
N
iy1pE a f s 0. 3Ž . Ž .Ý t i
isj
Ž . Ž .Since M is invariant under E operators, E a g M and hence 3 is ai t i
relation of the preceding type where the coefficient of f p
iy1
is different
from zero and this contradicts the choice of j. Hence j s 0 and thus
a / 0 as required.0
Ž . Ž .ii Since f is algebraic over M, by i there exist elements a , . . . , a1 N
in M such that
N
ipf s a f . 4Ž .Ý i
is1
Ž .Let E g V. Applying E to 4 and using the properties of E operatorst t t
Ž . N Ž . p iy1 Ž . Ž .we get that E f s Ý E a f g M f . Therefore, E f is algebraict is1 t i t
over M as required.
ŽŽ ..THEOREM 2.9. G is algebraically closed in K x .K
ŽŽ ..Proof. Suppose that g g K x is algebraic over G . We shall showK
that g g G . By Proposition 2.7, G is closed under the E operators.K K i
Ž .Hence, since g is algebraic over G , by Lemma 2.8 i there exist elementsK
a , . . . , a in G , not all zero, such that g s ÝN a g p i. Let1 N K is1 i
B s K x , g , V a , V a , . . . , V a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 N
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Then tr.deg B is finite since the a are in G for i s 1, 2, . . . , N. All weK Ž x . i K
Ž .have to show is that E g g V for E g V.
 xLet us call E of ``order'' n, where i g 0, 1, . . . , p y 1 andi i ? ? ? i j1 2 n
E s E ( E . We use induction on the order of E to show thati j i j
N
iynpE g s E a gŽ . Ž .Ýi i ? ? ? i i i ? ? ? i i1 2 n 1 2 n
isn
qsome terms involving E g with E of order - n. 5Ž . Ž .
By Lemma 2.3 we have
py1t
E fg s E f E g q x E f E g . 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýt j tyj j pyjqt
js0 jstq1
Let E be of order 1, E , say. Applying E to g s ÝN a g p i and using thet t is1 i
Ž . N Ž . p iy1 Ž .properties of E operators, we obtain E g s Ý E a g . Thus 5i t is1 t i
Ž .holds with n s 1. Suppose now that 5 holds for some n G 1. Let E be of
w Ž .xorder 1, say E for 0 F k F p y 1. We shall show that E E g sk k i i ? ? ? i1 2 n
N w Ž .x p iyny1 Ž .Ý E E a g q some terms involving E g with E ofisnq1 k i i ? ? ? i i1 2 n
order - n q 1.
Ž .Applying E to 5 and using the properties of E operators, we get thatk i
Ž . w N Ž . p iyn x Ž .E g s E Ý E a g q some terms involving E g withi i ? ? ? i k isn i i ? ? ? i i1 2 n 1 2 n
E of order F n - n q 1. Thus
N
iynpE E a gŽ .Ýk i i ? ? ? i i1 2 n
isn
N
iynps E E a g q E E a g . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýk i i ? ? ? i n k i i ? ? ? i i1 2 n 1 2 n
isnq1
Ž .The first term on the right-hand side of 7 is a term of order 1 F n.
Ž .Moreover, by 6 we have
N N
iyn iyny1p pE E a g s E a g ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýk i i ? ? ? i i k i i ? ? ? i i1 2 n 1 2 n
isnq1 isnq1
Ž . Ž .as required. From 6 and a simple induction on n s``order E '' it follows
Ž .that E g g B for E g V and therefore, the proof is complete.
We show below that G is not closed under the Hadamard productK
operation. From now on K s F .2
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The following lemma follows by using Lucas' theorem: For m, n g N, p
a prime,
p mpm ’ mod pž / ž /n np
and
mp q i im’ mod pž / ž /n jž /np q j
Ž w x.for i, j g N with 0 F i, j F p y 1 see 5, p. 271 .
LEMMA 2.10. Let u s Ý‘ u 2 i and f s Ý‘ f 2 i be 2-adic integers.is0 i is0 i
‘ i Ž .u Ž .f Ž .tLet t s Ý u f 2 . Then 1 q x ) 1 q x s 1 q x .is0 i i
Ž . Ž . ww xxLet f and g be two sequences of series in F x and letn nG 0 n nG 0 2
ww xx 2 2 2 2f g F x be defined by f s f q xg and g s f q xg , i G 0. That2 0 0 i iq1 iq1
is,
Then f s Ý‘ f 2 nq 1x 2 ny1 . Note that f is convergent with respect to thens0 n
ww xxx-adic metric on F x . For the above function f we prove the following2
lemma.
 4LEMMA 2.11. f g G if and only if the set f , f , . . . : G andF 0 1 F2 2
Ž .tr.deg F x, f , f , . . . - ‘.F Ž x . 2 0 12
Ž .Proof. « Obvious.
Ž .  4 Ž .¥ Since f , f , . . . : G , F x, f , f , . . . is closed under each0 1 F 2 0 12
Ž . Ž .E operator by Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 2.7 i . By Lemma 2.8 ii , fori
Ž . Ž .each E g V and each f , E f is algebraic over F x, f , f , . . . . Nowt i t i 2 0 1
since
tr.deg F x , f , f , . . . - ‘Ž .F Ž x . 2 0 12
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Ž Ž .. Ž .and F x, V f is algebraic over F x, f , f , . . . , we conclude that2 2 0 1
tr.deg F x , V f - ‘.Ž .Ž .F Ž x . 22
That is, f g G .F2
THEOREM 2.12. G is not closed under the Hadamard product operation.K
Proof. Consider the set
 4  4S s u g Z : u s 0 if i is not a power of 2 j 1 .2 i
S is uncountable and hence there exists an infinite sequence u , n G 0, ofŽn.
elements of S linearly independent over Q, where u s 1. LetŽ0.
u Žn.g s 1 q x , n G 1.Ž .Žn.
Ž . Ž w x.Then g are algebraically independent over F x see 11 . Now weŽn. 2
redefine u s 0 and consider the functions F and G defined asŽ0.
Ž .u 2 n Ž .f?2 nwhere F are all equal to 1 q x , u s Ý 2 . Also G s 1 q x ,n nG 0 n
where f s Ý f 2 i g Z is to be determined.iG 0 i 2
Note that by Example 2.2, F and G are both in G . ThenF2
u n Žn.f?2 lF )G s 1 q x ) 1 q x s 1 q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
say, where
lŽn. s f j 22 jÝ 2 yn
jG0
j2 Gn
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by Lemma 2.10:
Let
u s u 22 kÝŽn. Žn.Ž k .
kG0
Ž . jfor n G 0 as u n g S. We define f as follows: Let f s 0, f s u0 2 yn Žn.Ž j.
for 2 j ) 2n. Then
lŽn. s f j 22 j q u 22 j s u q a ,Ý Ý2 yn Žn.Ž j. Žn. n
jG0 jG0
j jnF2 F2 n 2 )2 n
where a g Z. Hencen
Žn. al nF )G s 1 q x s 1 q x gŽ . Ž .n n Žn.
Ž .for n G 1 are algebraically independent over F x . Therefore, F )G f G2 F2
as required.
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